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Assessment of High-Temperature Effects on Hypersonic
Aerothermoelastic Analysis using Multi-Fidelity Multi-Variate

Surrogates

Aravinth Sadagopan∗ and Daning Huang†

Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

Ümran Düzel‡, Martin E. Liza§, and Kyle M. Hanquist¶
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

This study investigates the impact of the high-temperature effect, esp. the real gas effect
and the chemical reactions, on hypersonic aerothermodynamic solutions of double cone and
double wedge configurations, as well as the aerothermoelastic behavior of a double wedge
configuration in hypersonic flow. First, a high-temperature computational fluid dynamics
code was benchmarked and correlated with experimental results, emphasizing the impact of
high-temperature effects as well as turbulence modeling on heat flux prediction. Subsequently,
an aerothermal surrogate based on the multi-fidelity Gaussian process regression method was
developed. The model achieves a balance between model accuracy and computational cost of
sample generation, using the combination of a few high-fidelity sample and many low-fidelity
samples. Finally, the new aerothermal surrogate was applied to study the impact of the high-
temperature effect on the aerothermoelastic response of a hypersonic skin panel, emphasizing
thenecessity of the accurate characterization of the localizedheat flux for reasonable assessment
of the response of a compliant structure in high-speed high-temperature flowfield.
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d Input vector of the surrogate
� Altitude
! Characteristic length
!;4 Length of rigid wall before leading edge
" Mach number
?, p Pressure
¤@, ¤q Surface heat flux
'4 Reynolds number
),T Temperature
)F ,TF Wall temperature
D� , u� Surface deformation in the fluid solver
W Gas heat capacity ratio
d Density
	 A matrix with columns as modal vectors
�:A6 Quantities related to kriging model
�BC3 Quantities related to steady response
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�D=B Quantities related to unsteady response
�∞ Quantities related to free stream state
[�]8 The 8th component of a vector

I. Introduction and Objectives
Airbreathing hypersonic vehicles have the transformative potential to revolutionize global transportation by vastly
reducing traveling time between distant locations. The past decade has witnessed a strong interest in airbreathing
hypersonic vehicles for low-cost space exploration as well as rapid response to global military threats [1–4]. During
atmospheric flight, the hypersonic vehicles are exposed to extreme aerothermodynamic environments that involve high
aerodynamic loading and heating. The aerothermal loads lead to degradation of material properties and accumulation
of thermal stress that may eventually impact structural integrity and cause aerothermoelastic instabilities. Therefore, the
determination of aerothermoelastic characteristics is critical for the design of hypersonic vehicles.
One of the major difficulties associated with the aerothermoelastic analysis is inherently complex hypersonic flows,
involving thin shock layer, entropy layer, viscous interaction, and low-density, high-temperature flows [5]. The high-
temperature flow results in real-gas effects becoming important, and the flow being in a state of thermal nonequilibrium
and chemically reactive (e.g. dissociation, ionization). The omission of the high-temperature effect results in high
uncertainty in the aerothermal load prediction and thus the aerothermoelastic responses of a hypersonic structure [6, 7].
The uncertainty in the aerothermoelastic analysis may lead to a design of hypersonic structure with high weight penalties
[1, 3], which leads to a significant payload and performance penalty on the vehicle [8]. Therefore, the incorporation of
the high-temperature effect into the aerothermodynamic model represents an important step towards the reduction of
uncertainty in the aerothermoelastic analysis of hypersonic structures, which eventually will lead to an improved and
robust design of hypersonic vehicles.
Despite the importance of high-temperature effect, its impact on the aerothermoelastic behavior of hypersonic structures
has not been systematically examined in the previous studies. In Refs. [6, 9], using analytical engineering models,
i.e. piston theory for pressure [10] and Eckert’s reference methods for heat flux [11], it was found that at moderate
hypersonic Mach numbers, the perfect gas assumption results in up to a 14% overprediction of the heat load. Using a
similar approach, in Ref. [7], it was shown that a 30% uncertainty in heat flux can result in up to 25% uncertainty in the
aerothermoelastic stability boundary of a hypersonic skin panel. Furthermore, in Ref. [12], employing a computational
framework based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the real gas effect modified the aeroelastic stability boundary
by up to 6% at the flight conditions considered in that study. In a separate study focused on aerothermodynamics [13], it
was found that the real gas effect has a greater impact on the aerodynamic heating, when compared to the aerodynamic
pressure.
Our previous study [14] has initiated the investigation of the impact of the high-temperature effect on hypersonic
aerothermodynamics and aerothermoelasticity. In the particular cases examined in Ref. [14], it was found that the
high-temperature effects can have an impact on relevant surface properties that is of similar magnitude as the impact of
turbulence models. Furthermore, the inclusion of real gas effect results in a 13% reduction in the aerothermoelastic
stability boundary of a typical skin panel in hypersonic flow. Most importantly, the results indicate that the commonly-
used analytical models, such as the Eckert’s methods, may lead to erroneous trend where the inclusion of real gas effect
results in a 30% increase in the aerothermoelastic stability boundary, instead of a reduction. However, more systematic
and quantitative investigation is needed for the assessment of high-temperature effect on hypersonic aerothermoelasticity.
A high-fidelity fluid solver that accounts for thermal and chemical nonequilibrium is required for capturing the essential
properties of the complex hypersonic flow physics, but such a solver can be even more computationally expensive
than the conventional CFD solver employing perfect gas assumptions. In the previous studies, aerothermal surrogates
have been employed to accelerate the performance of the fluid solver and the aerothermoelastic simulation. The
surrogate-based methods, such as kriging, have been demonstrated to be effective in accelerating the fluid solver in
computational hypersonic aerothermoelasticity by a factor of 103-104, while retaining the accuracy that is close to a
CFD-based solver [8, 15, 16]. Furthermore, to tackle the increased computational cost due to high-temperature effects,
in Ref. [14], a correction technique was developed, such that an aerothermal surrogate constructed based on the perfect
gas assumption can generate fluid solutions that account for the real gas effect with reasonable accuracy. However, for
new configurations of interest, constructing a fluid ROM that accounts for the high-temperature effect will still incur the
computation burden of generating an extensive set of new high-fidelity fluid solutions.
In this work, the goal is to continue our study in Ref. [14] for more detailed examination of the high-temperature effects in
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the aerothermal loads on a typical hypersonic structure with spatiotemporally varying deformation and wall temperature.
Furthermore, a multi-fidelity multi-variate GPR (M2GPR ) method will be employed to develop a new surrogate for
high-temperature aerothermal loads. The new surrogate will require significantly fewer high-fidelity data samples
than the conventional methods, while still achieving high predictive capability. Finally, the M2GPR surrogate will be
incorporated into the computational framework HYPATE[17, 18], as illustrated in Fig. 1, for a systematic quantitative
examination of the impact of high-temperature effects on the aerothermoelastic behavior of typical hypersonic structures.

Fig. 1 Code structure of the extended HYPATE framework.

II. Modeling of Hypersonic Aerothermodynamics
In this work, two hypersonic aerothermodynamic models are employed for aerothermal modeling with the high-
temperature effects, the LeMANS code and the aerothermal surrogate enhanced by M2GPR . These two models are
discussed in the following.

A. LeMANS code
LeMANS was originally developed at the University of Michigan for simulating hypersonic reacting flows [19, 20].

It is a parallel, three-dimensional code that solves the Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured computational grids. The
fluid conservation equations solved by LeMANS to simulate flows with thermal nonequilibrium and finite-rate chemical
reactions are the conservation of mass, momentum, and energies (e.g., total and vibrational-electron-electronic):

Conservation of Mass
mdB

mC
+ ∇ · (dBu + JB) = ¤FB (1a)

Conservation of Momentum
mdu
mC
+ ∇ ·

(
duu + ? ¯̄� − ¯̄g

)
= 0 (1b)

Conservation of Energy
m�C

mC
+ ∇ ·

(
(�C + ?)u − ¯̄g ·u + (qCA + qE4) +

∑
B

(JBℎB)
)
= 0 (1c)

m�E4

mC
+ ∇ ·

(
�E4u + qE4 +

∑
B

(JB4E4,B)
)
= ¤FE4 (1d)

where dB is the density of species B, u is the bulk velocity, ? is the pressure, ¯̄� is the identity matrix, ¯̄g is the viscous
stress tensor, ℎB is the species enthalpy, and JB is the diffusion flux of species B modeled using a modified form of Fick’s
law. � and �E4 are the total and vibrational-electron-electronic energies per unit volume of mixture, respectively, while
4E4,B is the vibrational-electron-electronic energy per unit mass. The source term ¤FB in Equation 1a is the species mass
production and recombination (i.e. destruction) rate due to chemical reactions. The source term ¤FE4 includes the
energy transfer between nonequilibrium modes, the change of vibrational energy due to chemical reactions, and an
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approximation to the work done on the electrons by the electric field induced by the electron pressure gradient [21]. The
heat fluxes in the energy conservation equations, @C ,E4, are modeled according to Fourier’s law as,

qCA ,E4 = −^CA ,E4∇)CA ,E4 . (2)

LeMANS is ran here primarily with Park’s 2-temperature modeling capability for thermochemical nonequilibrium.
This assumes that the rotational and translational energy modes of all species can be described by a single temperature
)CA because the rotational energy equilibrates with the translational energy in just a few collisions. Furthermore, this
assumes that the vibrational and electronic energy modes of all species and the electron translational energy mode can
be described by a single temperature )E4. These assumptions regarding energy transfer simplify the system of equations
considerably by eliminating translational and vibrational energy equations for each polyatomic species and an energy
equation for the electrons.

The heat fluxes in the energy conservation equations are modeled according to Fourier’s law and the viscous stresses
are modeled assuming the flow is a Newtonian fluid and Stokes’ hypothesis is applicable [22]. The mixture pressure is
obtained using Dalton’s law of partial pressures and the perfect gas law for each species. For this work, the transport
properties of the flow are calculated using Wilke’s mixing rule [23], which is a simplification of the full first-order
Chapman-Enskog relation. The species viscosities are calculated using Blottner’s curve fits [24] and the species thermal
conductivities are determined from the species viscosities using Eucken’s relation [25]. The mass diffusion coefficient
for each species is replaced by a single binary coefficient as a simple way to ensure that the sum of diffusion fluxes is
zero. The diffusion coefficient can be determined assuming a constant Lewis number, which is assumed to equal 1.4
for this study. The single binary coefficient approximation is suitable for velocities below 10 km/s [26]. The overall
approach is not designed for ionized flows even though it can be modified to handle a weakly ionized gas [27].

The species vibrational energy is modeled using a harmonic oscillator, which is adequate because it is accurate
for the low vibrational energy levels and because the energy contribution of the higher levels, where the model loses
accuracy, is negligible [28]. The species electronic energy is modeled using statistical mechanics and NIST data [29] as
described in Ref. [30]. This model is suitable because it is accurate for the low electronic energy levels and because
the energy contribution of the higher levels, where the model loses accuracy, is negligible [28]. The source terms
of the species conservation equations are modeled using a standard finite-rate chemistry model for reacting air in
conjunction with Park [31]. The dissociation reactions are controlled by a combination of the translational-rotational
and the vibrational-electron-electronic temperature ()2 = )0CA)

1
E4) to account for the fact that vibrationally excited

molecules are more likely to dissociate. This work sets the values of 0 and 1 to 0.5. Exchange, charge exchange and
recombination ionization reactions are controlled by the translational-rotational temperature and the electron-impact
ionization reactions are controlled by the electron temperature which in the current work is equilibrated with the
vibrational-electron-electronic temperature. Note that the backward controlling temperature, )12 , is not necessarily the
same as for the forward reaction controlling temperature, ) 5 2 [32]. The forward reaction rates are calculated using
Arrhenius curve fits on the controlling temperature, ) 5 2 , as:

: 5 : = � 5 :)
=:
2 exp(−\:/)2) (3)

where � 5 : , =: , and \: are constants for each reaction. The backward reaction rate is obtained from the equilibrium
constant, [31, 32].

The vibrational energy added or removed by reactions can be modeled using a preferential or non-preferential model
where in the non-preferential model it is assumed that molecules are created or destroyed at the average vibrational
energy while in the preferential model it is assumed that the molecules are created or destroyed at higher vibrational
energy levels. Both the preferential and non-preferential models are phenomenological simplifications to a complicated
physical process for which there are no definitive models in a 2T framework, which state-to-state (STS) modeling is
typically used to capture the physical processes involved [33]. However, recent work has been done to implement models
based on ab-initio quantum chemistry data into LeMANS [34, 35] and are included in this work as MMT. LeMANS
also includes the capability to model turbulence in the flow and currently has the following models implemented:
Baldwin-Lomax, Menter-BSL, Menter-SST, and Spalart-Allmaras. More details of LeMANS can be found in Refs. [36]
and [21].

B. STAR-CCM+
STAR-CCM+ is a three-dimensional code which solves conservation equations simultaneously using a pseudo-time-

marching approach on both structured and unstructured grids. It uses an implicit 2=3 order discretization assuming
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continuum validity. Algebraic multigrid method with bi conjugate gradient stabilization is implemented to accelerate
solver convergence. Turbulence is modeled using two-equation K-l (SST) model with W-transition.

Real gas effects are incorporated in this code using equilibrium air model. This approach treats time scale disparity
in an equilibrium manner. Flow properties like compressibility factor, specific heat, enthalpy, viscosity, thermal modes
are approximated as curve fits [37] specified as a function of temperature and pressure. These quantities further account
for chemical reactions and energy modes at high-temperature. Here, compressibility factor is defined as,

Z(), %) = ">

"̄
. (4)

where "> is undissociated molecular weight and mean molecular weight "̄ defines air composition at given pressure
and temperature. The compressibility factor Z is used as a measure of degree of dissociation in the air with higher
values signifying large degree of dissociation and ionization.

C. Conventional Aerothermal Surrogate
The fluid solver generates the pressure p and heat flux ¤q on the surface of the structure given the surface deformation
u� , surface velocity ¤u� , wall temperature TF , and the flight condition c = ["∞, ?∞, )∞]. The ROM generated by the
fluid solver is based on the quasi-steady flow assumption [38], which leads to the following approximations,

¤q(c, u� , ¤u� ,TF ) = ¤q(c, u� ,TF ) (5a)

p(c, u� , ¤u� ,TF ) = pBC3 (c, u� ,TF ) + pD=B (c, u� , ¤u� ) (5b)

The heat flux ¤q is independent of any terms associated with time derivatives, including structural velocity. The
pressure p is weakly coupled with structural velocity and it can be decomposed into steady and unsteady components.
Conventionally [15, 39, 40], the steady component of the pressure pBC3 and the heat flux ¤q are modeled using the
POD-kriging method,

¤q(c, u� ,TF ) = 	& ¤q:A6 (d) (6a)

pBC3 (c, u� ,TF ) = 	%p:A6 (d) (6b)

where 	& and 	% are matrices whose columns are the POD modes of pressure and heat flux distribution, respectively,
and input vector d may include the flight conditions and the modal coordinates of structural deformation and wall
temperature distribution. The mathematical details of the conventional POD-kriging method are provided in Refs.
[8, 15, 39].
It should be noted that the number of samples required to generate the kriging model grows rapidly with the number
of inputs. This behavior, known as curse of dimensionality, becomes more evident for practical 3D configurations,
where an extended amount of structural modes are required to capture the deformation in the streamwise and spanwise
directions. A correction technique has been developed [8] to alleviate the curse of dimensionality by reusing a surrogate
for different configurations. However, a surrogate for a reference 3D configuration is still necessary, and the generation
of an extensive set of high-fidelity data samples cannot be avoided.

D. Data Fidelity Enhancement Using M2GPR
The M2GPR method is employed in this study to replace the kriging, i.e. a single-fidelity univariate GPR model, in
the conventional surrogate. This replacement will enable the construction of aerothermal surrogate of high accuracy
primarily using low-fidelity data samples. Next, in the order of increasing complexity, the formulations for (1) kriging,
(2) multi-variate GPR, and (3) M2GPR will be presented.
The kriging model is based on the following Gaussian process model [41, 42],

H ∼ GP(<(x), : (x, x′)) (7)

where <(x) is a scalar mean function that captures the global trend in the data and A (x, x′) is a scalar correlation
function to account for the deviation of the data from the global trend. To keep the abstract succinct, the mean function
is assumed to be zero in the following. The complete formulation will be provided in the full paper, where the mean
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function is expressed as a weighted sum of basis functions. Given a dataset D = {(x(8) , H (8) )}#
8=1, the kriging prediction

H:A6 given a new input x∗ is based on the following Gaussian distribution,

H:A6 (x∗) ∼ N (`(x∗), f2 (x∗)) (8)

with the mean `(x∗) providing the prediction and variance B2 (x∗) providing the error estimate

`(x∗) = r(x∗))R−1y (9)

f2 (x∗) = : (x∗, x∗) − r(x∗))R−1r(x∗) (10)

r(x∗)) = [: (x∗, x(1) ), · · · , : (x∗, x(# ) )], R = [r(x(1) ), · · · , r(x(# ) )], y) = [H (1) , · · · , H (# ) ] (11)

Next, Eq. (8) is extended for a dataset having multiple outputs [43, 44]. In the conventional aerothermal surrogate,
where multiple outputs are involved, the kriging models are generated for each of the outputs independently, and the
correlation between the outputs is ignored. The incorporation of the output correlation can improve the prediction
accuracy in general and better characterize the error estimate of the outputs. To account for the output correlation, a
multi-variate GP is introduced to replace the univariate GP in kriging, so that for a output vector y,

y ∼ GP(m(x),K(x, x′)) (12)

where now m(x) is a vector mean function and K(x, x′) is a square matrix correlation function. The (8, 9)th element of
K indicate the correlation between the 8th and 9 th outputs. Again it is assumed m = 0 for conciseness in the abstract.
Given a dataset D = {(x(8) , y(8) )}#

8=1, the prediction y"+ given a new input x∗ is based on a vector-valued Gaussian
distribution,

y"+ (x∗) ∼ N (-"+ (x∗),�"+ (x∗)) (13)

where

-"+ (x∗) = v(x∗))V−1Y (14)

�"+ (x∗) = K(x∗, x∗) − v(x∗))V−1v(x∗) (15)

v(x∗)) = [K(x∗, x(1) ), · · · ,K(x∗, x(# ) )], V = [v(x(1) ), · · · , v(x(# ) )], Y) = [y(1)) , · · · , y(# )) ] (16)

Note that if K is a diagonal matrix, Eq. (13) reduces to a set of independent kriging models for each of the outputs.
Finally, Eq. (13) is extended to account for datasets of multiple fidelity [43, 44]. In the following, we consider a
low-fidelity datasetD!� = {(x(8)

!�
, y(8)
!�
)}#!�
8=1 and a high-fidelity datasetD�� = {(x(8)

��
, y(8)
��
)}#��
8=1 . Typically, the HF

dataset is much smaller than the LF dataset. Furthermore, it is assumed that the HF sample inputs {x(8)
��
}#��
8=1 are a

subset of the LF sample inputs {x(8)
!�
}#!�
8=1 . To assimilate the two datasets, a GP of the following form is introduced

y�� ∼ 1(x) � %(x) + y!� (x) (17)

where y!� (x) and %(x) are GP’s for the LF dataset and the difference between the LF and HF datasets, respectively,

y!� (x) ∼ GP(m!� (x),K!� (x, x′)), %(x) ∼ GP(mX (x),KX (x, x′)) (18)

1(x) is a vector-valued scaling factor to tune the contribution of the X(x), and � means element-wise product. Again it
is assumed m!� = mX = 0 for conciseness in the abstract.
For the multi-fidelity formulation, it is assumed that the GP’s %(x) and y!� (x) are independent, which means that no
more information is present in the LF dataset when compared to the HF dataset. Therefore a two-stage procedure is
employed to train the multi-fidelity GPR. First, the GP y!� (x) is trained like a conventional kriging as in Eq. (13) using
the LF dataset D!� ,

y!� (x) ∼ N (-!� (x),�!� (x)) (19)

Next, the GP %(x) and the scaling factor 1(x) are trained using the differences between the LF prediction at the HF
inputs y!� (x�� ) and the actual HF dataset. Eventually, the multi-fidelity prediction y"� given a new input x∗ is based
on the following Gaussian distribution,

y"� (x∗) ∼ N (-"� (x∗),�"� (x∗)) (20)
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with

-"� (x∗) = 1(x∗) � -!� (x∗) + v�� (x∗))V−1
�� [Y�� − -!� (D�� )] (21)

�"� (x∗) = 12 (x∗) � �!� (x∗) +K(x∗, x∗) − v�� (x∗))V−1
��v�� (x∗) (22)

-!� (D�� )) = [-!� (x
(1)
��
)) , · · · , -!� (x

(# )
��
)) ] (23)

E. Fidelity-Enhanced Aerothermal Surrogate
The most straightforward approach to employing the multi-fidelity model in the aerothermal surrogate is to replace the
kriging model in Eq. (6) with the M2GPR model,

¤q(c, u� ,TF ) = 	′& ¤q<26?A (d) (24a)

pBC3 (c, u� ,TF ) = 	′%p<26?A (d) (24b)

where d as usual is the input vector, and 	& and 	% are matrices of POD modes, which are extracted from both
high-fidelity and low-fidelity output data.
The direct incorporation of the M2GPR model in the aerothermal surrogate may require the modification of the existing
code for coupled aerothermoelastic analysis that are based on the conventional aerothermal surrogate. To reuse the
existing code, an indirect alternative approach to applying the M2GPR model can be employed. First, from the low-
and high-fidelity datasets, D!� = {(x(8)

!�
, y(8)
!�
)}#!�
8=1 and D�� = {(x(8)

��
, y(8)
��
)}#��
8=1 , a M2GPR model y"� is trained.

Next, a mixed-fidelity dataset is generated using the M2GPR model and the low-fidelity sample inputs,

D"� = {(x(8)
!�
, y"� (x(8)!� )}

#!�
8=1 (25)

Note that due to the overlap between the LF and HF samples, when x(8)
!�

= x(8)
��

, the M2GPR prediction y"� (x(8)!� ) is
the same as the HF sample output y(8)

��
; when x(8)

!�
≠ x(8)

��
, the M2GPR prediction is expected to be close to the HF

solution associated with x(8)
!�

. The mixed-fidelity dataset D"� is used to train a kriging model, which is subsequently
incorporated into Eq. (6) to produce the conventional aerothermal surrogate.

III. Model Verification
The capability of the data fidelity enhancement technique is demonstrated. Two configurations are considered, as
illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In the 2D configuration, the panel is simply supported at the leading and trailing
edges, with length 0 = 1m and !;4 = 2m. The 3D configuration adds one dimension in the spanwise direction of the
panel, resulting in a simply-supported square panel of side length 1m. A flight condition of "∞ = 8, ?∞ = 2300Pa,
and )∞ = 220K is chosen. The wall temperature is assumed to be 273K. For the purpose of illustration and saving
computing resources, the LF data samples are generated using analytical engineering models, i.e. piston theory and
Eckert reference method; and the HF data samples are generated using ADflow, a perfect-gas RANS solver. Note that
the methodology is equally applicable to a HF data set generated using a real-gas RANS solver, like LeMANS, once
such data becomes available.
For ROM generation, the data samples are generated with different panel deformations in the 2D configuration, which
are characterized using two sinusoidal modes,

D� (G) =
2∑
8=1

08 sin(8cG) (26)

where both the coefficients 01 and 02 range from -0.02m to 0.02m. First, 100 sample inputs (01, 02) are generated
using the Sobol sequence, which generates an evenly-distributed samples in the parameter space, and is more efficient
than the conventionally used optimal Latin hypercube method. Next, for each of the sample input, both the LF and
HF samples are generated. Subsequently, all the 100 LF data samples, plus 10 HF data samples, are used to generate
the M2GPR surrogate. The 10 HF samples are chosen such that they are evenly distributed in the parameter space, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Finally, the unused 90 HF data samples are used for surrogate verification.
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(a) Semi-finite panel configuration. (b) Square panel configuration.

Fig. 2 Geometrical configurations considered for surrogate construction.

The error between the M2GPR prediction and HF solution are characterized using the normalized root-mean-squared
error (NRMSE),

#'"(� =

√
1
!

∫ !
1 (H��� − H'$" )23G

<0G(H���) − <8=(H���)
(27)

The errors associated with the verification data set, ordered from low to high, are shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the
M2GPR surrogate has resulted in the prediction of high accuracy, with error less than 5%. The samples associated with
the lowest and highest errors are further examined in Fig. 5. The LF data is shifted from the HF data, due to the neglect
of boundary layer effect in the analytical model. The M2GPR surrogate, though built using mostly LF data, is able to
capture the trend in HF data accurately.

Fig. 3 Sample inputs for surrogate training.
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Fig. 4 Prediction error in surrogate prediction. Fig. 5 Comparison between M2GPR prediction
and the LF and HF samples.

Next, the M2GPR surrogate, generated using 2D data samples, is employed to predict the aerothermal loads on the 3D
configuration. Again, for the purpose of illustration, just one 3D example is considered. The HF example is generated
with the panel deformation

D� (G, H) =
[ 2∑
8=1

18 sin(8cG)
]

sin(cH) (28)

where 11 = 0.01m and 12 = 0.01m. At any spanwise location H = H∗, the aerothermal load on the panel is computed
based on streamwise deformation using

5 (G, H∗) = 5"� ( [11 sin(cH∗), 12 sin(cH∗)]) (29)

The comparison between the HF sample and the surrogate prediction is illustrated in Fig. 6, where an LF sample
associated with the same deformation is included for reference. Again, the LF data is shifted when compared the HF
data. However, the 2D M2GPR surrogate is able to almost reproduce the HF data, with an error close to zero. This
result is not surprising to some degree, since in hypersonic flow, the flow is almost quasi-2D.
It should be noted that the number of samples required to generate the kriging model in the conventional aerothermal
surrogate grows rapidly with the number of inputs. This behavior, known as curse of dimensionality, becomes more
evident for practical 3D configurations, where an extended amount of structural modes are required to capture the
deformation in the streamwise and spanwise directions. A correction technique has been developed [8] to alleviate the
curse of dimensionality by reusing a surrogate for different configurations. However, a surrogate for a reference 3D
configuration is still necessary, and the generation of an extensive set of high-fidelity data samples cannot be avoided.
The results in this second example imply the possibility of using 2D multi-fidelity surrogates for aerothermoelastic
analysis of 3D structures, without generation of the computationally expensive aerothermal dataset of the 3D structure.

IV. Results and Discussion

A. High-Temperature Effects

1. Test Case Description
A double-cone test case which includes nonequilibrium gas effects is considered for predicting aerothermodynamic
loads. The double cone experiment was conducted at the Calspan-University of Buffalo Research Center (CUBRC)
[45, 46] and have been used extensively to assess the accuracy of nonequilibrium models widely [47–50]. The double
cone test model placed in the shock tunnel is shown in Fig. 7(a). A detached shock and attached shock forms in this case
and this shock-shock interaction captured with Schlieren is shown in Fig. 7(b). The freestream conditions considered in
this study are also presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 6 Comparison between quasi-2D M2GPR prediction and the LF and HF data for the 3D configuration.

(a) Double cone test model (b) Shock-shock interaction over the wedges

Fig. 7 Double cone test model placed in shock tunnel and shock interactions over the wedges [46].

The double cone test case model dimensions in inches and mm units are shown in Fig. 8(a). Moreover, the computational
grid is prepared such that the solution is not dependent on it and presented in Fig. 8(b). The computational grid consists
of approximately 320,000 cells with 800 nodal points along the rigid wedge wall. The grid spacing near the wall is kept
at 1 × 10−7 m.

2. Flowfield and Surface Results
Results of translational temperature from the nonequilibrium solutions for the isothermal wall at 3 different conditions,
which are presented in Figs. 9(a)-9(c). It can be observed that shock edge is closer to the body in Run 4 condition
compared to other two conditions as expected. Similar flow behaviour and results can be seen in Refs. [50]. The
effects of nonequilibrium modeling on the surface pressure and convective heat transfer are studied and shown in
Figs. 10(a)-15(b). A good agreement is achieved with LeMANS NonEq and the experimental measurements. However,
the results with Star-CCM significantly overpredict both the peak pressure and convective heat transfer. A comparison
with turbulent cases is also presented to indicate that in the given flow conditions the turbulent flow effect can play
important role in replicating the experiments. The cases shown on the right correspond to LeMANS ran with different
thermochemical models. NonEq denotes the case was ran with standard Park 2T model. NonEq+Ionization denotes it
was ran to include ionization (i.e., 11 species air instead of 5 species air). NonEq - Vib. Noneq. denotes the vibrational
mode is turned off (i.e., not excited). NonEq - Chemistry denotes the case was ran without chemistry. NonEq + Chem.
Eq. denotes the case was ran at chemical equilibrium. NonEq + Cat Wall denotes the case was ran assuming a catalytic
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Table 1 Freestream conditions and composition given in terms of species mass-fractions [48, 49].

Run Mach h0 (MJ/kg) d∞ (g/m3) T∞ (K) TE∞ (K) TF0;; ( ) N2 N O2 O NO

2 10.9 9.65 0.984 389 389 300 0.765 0.00 0.235 0.00 0.00

4 12.82 21.77 0.964 652 652 300 0.765 0.00 0.235 0.00 0.00

6 11.46 15.23 2.045 573 573 300 0.765 0.00 0.235 0.00 0.00

(a) Double cone dimensions in inches, mm (b) Double cone test model computational domain

Fig. 8 Double cone dimensions in inches, mm and computational domain of rigid wedge wall.

surface. NonEq + Turb denotes the case was ran with RANS turbulence modeling. And finally, NonEq + MMT denotes
the case was ran with MMT 2T model. The plots also indicates that each thermochemistry model has favorable and
unfavorable influences on the surface results depending on forward cone and separated flow region. More discussion of
the results is provided in Ref. [51].

3. Double Wedge
The double cone test case is considered to be extruded in -z plane so that a double wedge configuration can be obtained.
This is illustrated in Figs. 16(a)-16(b). Similarly, the effects of nonequilibrium modeling on the surface pressure and
convective heat transfer for double wedge are studied and comparisons of the surface properties with different models are
presented in Figs.17(a)-17(b). A significant deviation is predicted with SA models where it indicates that the turbulent
effects are non-neglibgle.
To access the impact of the thermoelastic response of the structure on the high-temperature flowfield and the aerothermal
load, it is assumed that the region 15mm downstream of the turning point of the double-wedge is a compliant
simply-supported panel, with a length of ! = 92.4mm. The following deformation is prescribed to the elastic panel,

D� (G) = 01 sin(cG/!) + 02 sin(2cG/!)< (30)

where G is the coordinate along the panel with the origin point at the leading edge of the panel, and D� is the deformation
perpendicular to the panel. The coefficients of the prescribed deformation are presented in Table 2.
The elastic panel of the double wedge is deformed based on the prescribed deformation provided in Eq. 30 and the
deformed shapes are presented in Fig. 18. The computational domains of the deflected panels are created and as an
example; two cases are presented in Figs. 19(a)-19(a). Similar to double cone computational domain, the computational
grid consists of approximately 320,000 cells with 800 nodal points along the rigid wedge wall. Moreover, the grid
spacing near the wall is kept the same, at 1 × 10−5 m. Hence, the mesh is simply moved with respect to deformed panel
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(a) Translational temperature, Run 2 (b) Translational temperature, Run 4

(c) Translational temperature, Run 6

Fig. 9 Translational temperature contours of double cone rigid wall at Run 2, Run 4 and Run 6 freestream
conditons.

Table 2 Panel deformation coefficients.

Case # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

01 4.69E-04 6.47E-03 9.47E-03 3.47E-03 4.97E-03 3.37E-03 3.00E-03 6.00E-03 9.00E-03 9.37E-03
02 -4.41E-03 1.59E-03 -1.41E-03 4.59E-03 -2.91E-03 -2.63E-03 3.00E+00 0.00E+00 -3.00E-03 3.37E-03
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(a) Comparison of surface pressures (b) Nonequilibrium models effect on surface pressure

Fig. 10 High temperature effects on surface pressure for Run 2.

(a) Comparison of surface heat transfer (b) Nonequilibrium models effect on surface heat transfer

Fig. 11 High temperature effects on surface convective heat transfer for Run 2.
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(a) Comparison of surface pressures (b) Nonequilibrium models effect on surface pressure

Fig. 12 High temperature effects on surface pressure for Run 4.

(a) Comparison of surface heat transfer (b) Nonequilibrium models effect on surface heat transfer

Fig. 13 High temperature effects on surface convective heat transfer for Run 4.
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(a) Comparison of surface pressures (b) Nonequilibrium models effect on surface pressure

Fig. 14 High temperature effects on surface pressure for Run 6.

(a) Comparison of surface heat transfer (b) Nonequilibrium models effect on surface heat transfer

Fig. 15 High temperature effects on surface convective heat transfer for Run 6.
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(a) Double cone configuration (b) Double wedge configuration

Fig. 16 Double cone and double wedge model configurations.

(a) Comparisons of surface pressure for Run 4 (b) Comparisons of surface heat transfer for Run 4

Fig. 17 Surface properties comparisons at different nonequilibrium models for Run 4 of non-deformed panel.
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shapes.

Fig. 18 Deformed elastic panels

(a) Deflected elastic panel Case 2 (b) Deflected elastic panel Case 10

Fig. 19 Computational domain of deflected elastic panels for Case 2 and Case 10.

Flowfield results of each deflected double wedge is presented in Figs 20(a)-20(c). The deformed panel creates more
complex shock-shock interactions and unsteady flowfield. The circulation zone can be observed to track the flow
separation zone. Regardless of the flow conditions, unsteady flow behaviours are formed.

B. Multi-Fidelity Aerothermal Surrogate
To perform the aerothermoelastic analysis of the compliant panel on the double-wedge, the aerothermal surrogate is built
using the M2GPR model. The low-fidelity data samples are generated using analytical engineering models, with the
shock-expansion theory for pressure and Eckert’s reference enthalpy method for heat flux. The high-fidelity data samples
are generated using LeMANS, with the numerical setup explained in the previous section. With the deformation defined
in Eq. (30), the coefficients of deformation 01 and 02 are sampled using the Sobol sequence. A total of 100 LF samples
and 9 HF samples are generated for training, as shown in Fig. 21. Another 2 HF samples are generated for checking
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(a) Translational temperature of Run 2 (b) Translational temperature of Run 4

(c) Translational temperature and velocity streamlines of Run 6

Fig. 20 Flowfield solutions of deflected panels of Case 2 for Run 2 and Run 4.
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the accuracy of the M2GPR model. The generation of more HF samples is not feasible, due to the prohibitively high
computational cost of LeMANS.
The comparison between the LF, HF and M2GPR predictions of the two test cases is illustrated in Fig. 22. Due to the
neglect of the boundary layer separation and shock-shock interaction in the flowfield, the LF prediction results in smooth
distributions of the aerothermal loads, and fails to capture the peaks of the pressure and heat flux due to the shock
impingement. For the M2GPR model, while an extra low spurious peak is present, the M2GPR prediction captures the
main peaks of the aerothermal loads in both test cases, with errors in the magnitude and location of peaks less than
10%. The M2GPR surrogate is able to capture the general trend of the HF solution. Therefore, this M2GPR surrogate is
subsequently used for the aerothermoelastic analysis of the panel. Note that it is possible to employ an improved LF
model, such as method of characteristics or perfect-gas RANS, to further enhance the M2GPR prediction.

Fig. 21 Sample inputs for multi-fidelity aerothermal surrogate.

C. Aerothermoelastic Response
An aerothermoelastic analysis is performed for the 2D double-wedge configuration. The material layup and material
properties of the panel are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The flow conditions of Run 4 are assumed.
The aerothermoelastic response of the panel is shown in Fig. 23. The panel response is mainly driven by the heating
process, and the panel deforms into the flow because of the thermal stress. The panel deformation causes a strong
compression effect over the first quarter length of the panel, and results in a peak of high pressure that leads to
highly localized heating. Furthermore, as discussed in the previous section, it is expected that the panel deformation
would cause the redistribution of the shock system and the boundary separation, resulting in a more complicated
fluid-thermal-structural interactional response. This change in flow structure shall be investigated in the future.
Due to the high aerodynamic heating, the average panel temperature increases rapidly and exceeds the service temperature
at C2A = 278ms, as shown in Fig. 24. However, a closer examination of the temperature distribution shows that the
temperature increase is highly localized near the first quarter length of the panel. In the localized heating region, the
temperature reaches service temperature at C ′2A = 141ms, 49.3% of C2A . This means that the material of the local region
may fail long before the whole panel structure fails. The discrepancy between C2A and C ′2A illustrates the necessity of the
accurate characterization of the localized heat flux, as well as the coupled aerothermoelastic analysis for the accurate
assessment of the response of a compliant structure in high-temperature flowfield.

Table 3 Layup of the prototype panel

Component Material Thickness
Surface coating Zirconia 2 mm
Metal sheet Inconel 718 4 mm
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(a) Pressure distribution (b) Heat flux distribution

Fig. 22 Comparison between M2GPR prediction and the LF and HF samples.

Table 4 Material properties of Zirconia and Inconel 718 at ) = 300 

Material dB , kg/m3 � , GPa a U, ×10−5/ :B , W/m 2B? , J/kg 
Zirconia [52] 6000 200.0 0.31 11.0 3.0 460.0

Inconel 718 [53] 8220 204.0 0.29 1.237 11.71 418.4

Fig. 23 Panel deformation during the aerothermoelastic response.

V. Concluding Remarks
In this study, the impact of high-temperature effects on the aerodynamic pressure and heat flux prediction in hypersonic
flow is assessed. Subsequently, a M2GPR aerothermal surrogate is developed and employed to investigate the the impact
of the high-temperature effect on hypersonic aerothermoelastic response of typical hypersonic structures. The specific
findings are the following,
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Fig. 24 Time history of panel temperature.

1. For the double cone and double wedge cases, the inclusion of nonequilibrium models is necessary for improved
experimental correlation with the surface pressure and convective heat transfer. However, each thermochemistry
model has favorable and unfavorable influences on the surface results depending on forward cone and separated
flow region. Also, in the given flow conditions, the turbulent flow effect can play important role in replicating the
experiments.

2. For the deformed double wedge cases, the deformation creates complex shock-shock interactions and unsteady
flowfield, with the circulation zone tracking the flow separation zone. In particular, regardless of the flow
conditions, unsteady flow behaviors are formed.

3. A M2GPR surrogate, trained using a large low-fidelity dataset and a few high-fidelity data samples, was able to
achieve a predictive accuracy comparable to the high-fidelity model. Furthermore, the surrogate trained for 2D
configurations extrapolates well to 3D configurations, and thus can serve as the basis for the surrogate construction
for the 3D problem, which in turn reduces the required number of high-fidelity samples for 3D configurations.

4. The aerothermoelastic results show the necessity of the accurate characterization of the localized heat flux, as well
as the coupled aerothermoelastic analysis for the accurate assessment of the response of a compliant structure in
high-temperature flowfield.

This study highlights the importance of both nonequilibrium and turbulence modeling for the accurate prediction of
aerothermal loads on the structure in hypersonic flow. This study has also demonstrated the effectiveness of the data
fidelity enhancement methodology, which provides a new possibility to reduce the computational cost for surrogate data
generation for practical hypersonic structures by orders of magnitude. Finally, the initial aerothermoelastic assessment
of the double wedge configuration indicates a potential venue of light-weight structural design for high-speed structures
of a hypersonic vehicle.
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